VOTING RULES

Election of the LFA School Council 2016-2017
Election of the Primary School Council 2016-2017

Voting rules

1. The 2 parents of a same family can vote. Each parent, who possesses parental authority, is an elector and is eligible to vote. Each parent has only one voice no matter how many children he has registered in the school.

2. Vote list : the highest number of votes obtained
   - The parent representatives are elected on the basis of the proportional representation system according to the highest number of votes obtained by the lists. For each titular member, a substitute member is elected under the same conditions.
   
   - The number of candidates on the lists are (at the very most) equal to the double the amount of seats available. The lists may not be complete, but they must consist of at least 2 candidate names.
   
   - Each candidate list, sorted in a preferential order which will determine the allocation of seats, will consist of the candidates first names and family names without any distinction between titular members and substitute members.
   
   - The parent representatives of the LFA School Council have 3 seats. The lists of candidates must therefore consist of a maximum of 6 candidate names and it is MANDATORY that they be representatives of the Primary and Secondary schools.

- NO INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATE PERMITTED

- Split voting and crossing off names is not permitted.

- Candidate application : the candidate lists include the signature of each candidate and must be sent to the Principal by e-mail at the very latest by Monday 3 October 2016 (secrétaire@efa.edu.jo)
Elections

**Date of the elections**: Thursday 13 October 2016
The polling station will be open from 7:50am to 2pm at the LFA Primary School (Deir Ghbar).

**Direct vote**

The polling station will be open at the LFA Primary School (Deir Ghbar)
**Thursday 13 October 2016 from 7:50am to 2pm**

Voting material: Ballot paper, **BLUE envelope** for LFA School Council, **PINK envelope** for Primary School Council

**Postal vote**

You can send your vote by post to the secretaries of the LFA Primary school and LFA Secondary school **from 9 October 2016 from 8am to 2pm**

Voting material: Ballot paper, **blue envelope** for LFA School Council, **pink envelope** for Primary School Council, **brown envelope** to be collected from the secretary’s office either at the LFA primary school or at the LFA secondary school.

Collection of voting material: **from 6 October from 8am to 2pm**
From the secretary’s office at the LFA **primary** school or LFA **secondary** school

**VOTING RULES FOR POSTAL VOTE**

- Insert your ballot paper into the **BLUE / PINK envelope** (do not write anything on the envelope)
- Write your name on the **BROWN** envelope:
  - **MANDATORY IN ORDER TO VALIDATE YOUR VOTE**
    - Family name, first name
    - Child’s class
    - Signature
- Slip the **BLUE / PINK envelope** into the brown envelope
- Hand in the completed brown envelope to the secretary of the LFA primary school or the LFA secondary school, **from 9 October 2016 from 8am to 2pm until 10 October 2016**.

Reminder: All parents vote for the LFA School Council, however, to be able to vote for the Primary School Council, your children must attend the Primary School.